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INCOME TAX IS NOW PROVIDED FOR
BY THE ADOPTION OF AMENDMEN

BIG OIL DIVIDEND
New York, Feb. 3. The Standard
Oil Company of New Jersey today de
clared a dividend of $40 a share. It
was explained that this dividend rep- resfnted money owed to the company
by its subsidiaries at the time of the

FIRST GUN TO BE

3, 1913.

GETS NEW TRIAL.
aOenver, Feb. 3. The state

FIRED

government: loses

su-

preme court today granted a new
trial to Harold F. Henwood, convicted in the district court more than a
AT
year ago on a charge of murder in
connection with ' the shooting cf
George E. Copeland p( Cripple Creek,
in a barroom of a local hotel.
In the trial It was show that the
St. Louis amateur balloonist, who
THE BALKAN ALLIES EXPECT TO was killed, was the target for
's
bullets.
RESUME WAR UPON TURHenwood la still awaiting trial on
KEY THIS EVENING.
the charge of shooting Von Puhl.
The court affirmed the decision of
the state court of appeals, which held
WILL
that persons divorced in Coloraio
could legally emarry within a year
DETULS ARE WORKED OUT. IT by going to another state to have the
HAVING
BEEN
DECIDED
ceremony performed, although the
Colorado law forbids such marriages
WHO SHALL FIRE FIRST
within the state.

7

dissolution.
"The companies have made pay
ments," a statement says, "from time
to time as they were able from.moneys
raised by the realization of assets or
increase of capital stock."
The dividend is payable February 15,
In round figures the total payments
to stockholders will amount to $40,Thirty-Sixt- h
Announcement was made to
000,000.
day that stockholders of the Continental Oil company will meet at Coun
cil Bluffs, Iowa, on March 6 to vote
HAVE
TO
HONOR on a
NEW MEXICO EXPECTED
proposal to terminate the
corporate existence of the company
which was. organized in 1884 and was
a Standard Oil subsidiary.
formerly
But the Fact That Both Houses of the Legislature Were Not in
TROUBLE IN SULTAN S ARMY

TO THE NATIONAL

CITY EDITION

in

O'CLOCK

CONSTITUTI

Wyoming, by Hurried Action, Becomes the
State to Ratify Measure

-

first round

battle to dissolve the shoe

machinery Manufacturing

trust

lien-wood-

Supreme Court Delivers Opinion Which
Knocks Out Several Indictments

I

PROSECUTION TO

CONTINUED,

General and His Staff Hill Proceed Upon the

The

Re-

Attorney
THE "KINK" DIES
maining Charge, Which Accuses the Corporation of Restricting
London, Feb. 3. King Menelik of
TROOPS ARE: ALMOST AT THE Abyssinia is dead, according to a dis
Competition By Conipt'fbjj Footwear Factories Using Its
Tumulty, at present private sec
ptch received here from Addis-Abeb- a
POINT OF INSURRECTION
Machines to Agree Not to Employ Machinery Manretary to Governor Wilson, will be
today. His successor, Prince Tjdj
UNDER
President-Elec- t
YOUNG
TURKS.
Called
be
Wilson
to
to
by
the president after March
ufactured by Competing Firms
secretary
Congress
Jesau, one of his grandsons, entared
4, according to an announcement by
the capital on Sunday with
great
President-elec- t
Wilson today.
London, Feb. 3. The war D3tween pomp.
and Bulgaria, Greece, Mon
Turkey
house
i:ieor-the
An
tax
took
then
3
and
ment,
Feb.
up
Washington,
Washington, Feb. 3. The governand
Servia will begin at 7
tenegro
PUBSed
the resolution auihoiizlng the
id now one of the provisions of the
ment
for
state
today suffered its first big defeat
for
a
of
the
dfcsign
adoption
o'clock
this evening unless the last FIGHT
diiecC election of United States sen- JOHNSON'S
APPtAL 15
constitution of the United States.
IS EXPECTED
in the recent
t
of
New
the
seal
Mexico.,
campaign
great
efforts
of
peace
the
powers should
Wyoming's ratification today of the ators, also unanimously. The senate
when
the
svipreme
court
held that the
Late
Afternoon.'
succeed
or
Saturday
decide
elev
at
the
Turkey
a
has
similar
resolution
before it.
income tax amendment the sixteenth
DENIED BY THE CQUHT enth hour to surrender.
OVEH SALARY BILL The following bills were introduced officials of the t'nited Shoe Machinery,
change in the const: lution and the
in the senate Saturoay arternoon:'
company had not violated the SherIt has even been decided who shall
Wilson Is Disappointed.
first since the reconstruction comt
man
law by organizing that
Bill
Senate
Senator
78,
Sulzer,
by
fire
the
first shot, as Turkey has
s
Trenton, N. J., Feb. 3. When Gov- HIGHEST TRIBUNAL
pleted a list of 36 states
FAILS TO Btated
votThe
company.
of
the
court, however, did not
conis
qualifications
said
not
prescribing
to
will
that
she
allow
adverher
of the union, which have ap- ernor Wilson heard today that the
GIVE THE PRIZE FIGHTER RE,V
pass upon .the legality of the system
ers at bond elections.
form
to take the aggressive. The
to
the
saries
ideas
of
New
.Mexico
to
legislature planned
proved the provision.
QUESTED RELIEF
Senate Bill 79, by Senator Sulzer, by which the company leases machines
governor Mcdonald.
immediate object of: the armies of
New Jersey .the honor of
Congress now will enact a law to wrest from
on terms that no "independent" mato
amend the road tax statutes. ,
the allies is the capture of Adriau-ople- ,
state to ratibeing the thirty-sixtFeb. 3. The supreme
levy the tax and it probably will
Washington,
-be used.
to
Santa
N.
Bill
3.
Senate
chinery
80,
Feb.
M.,
The
Clark,
Fe,
which
has hitherto presented
joint
effective during the extraordin- fy the income tax amendment to tin court today dismissed the appeal of
The government will prosecute ofInfinance
the
state
committees
directors
of
the
of
senate
the
permit
such
firm
a
to
front
its
besiegers.
ary session to ,be called by President- national constitution, he expressed Jack Johnson, the negro pugilist, inand house assert today that they sane hospital to contract for sup- ficials of the United Shoe Machinery-compan- y
elect Wilson in March. The tax It- regret that his state had not acted dicted in Chicago on a charge of via
under the one remaining
have
agreed upon a county salaries plies for periods of six months.'
In
Trouble
sooner. The Jersey house recently
Turkey.
self, its provisions and its limitations
bill and upon a bill fixing the salarlating the federal white slave law,
Senate Bill 81, by Senator Walton, indictment, it was announce! at the
3.
Some
Feb.
Berlin,
imindication
measure
the
sent
and
it
passed
are left to congress.
from the decision of the federal
of the trouble which the young Turks ies of district
attorneys and that amending the corporation laftjs in department of justice today. That
reThe new law probably will super- mediately to ihe senate, which is
court of Northern Illinois.
indictment charges monoply and unthese
measures
wilt probably be minor particulars.
f
are
the
with
Turkish
Is
having
army
sede the corporation tax and provide ported favorable to it.
Justice Lamar announced the
fair
Bill
Senate
Senator
S2,
said
It
is
competitive methods and is deprinted
that
by
Walton,
Wednesday.
found in dispatches received bore
The governor would have liked to
for a tax on all incomes above ?5,000,
of the court, which held that a
clared
to
a
act
will
amend
over
the
incorporating
take
the
by officials to be the moat imlively
fight
The
place
to
today.
8
be
army appears
see the senate in session, before
athough there has teen some sentiperson was not entitled to attack the
both measures.
of Silver City so that an, addi- portant and strongest of the indict-- ,
city
with
of
revolt
because
the
seething
to
the
o'clock
which
hour
it
tonight,
ment in favor of making the limit as
constitutionality of a law on naoeas assassination of Nrwim
It is not known whether the gover- tional five mill tax for street im- ments returned1 against the company.
pasha, its below as $4,000. Congressional leaders adjourned by resolution of Friday.
corpus unless all other mean3 of loved commander-in-chief- .
The action of the supreme court tonor will sign, either of them in the provements may be levied,
is
no
"I'm
there
afraid
legal way testing its validity had been exhaust
who have been preparing for the final
event
Senate
that
Bill
are
day grew out of the Massachusetts
82,
Senator
The
by
they
Walton,
Enver Bey,
passed.
Turk Jea dor
to do it,' however," he sairt.
ed. In the meanwhile,
ratification by states each year, estitfii 'court who took such a
federal
of
court's annulling one ofof
classifications
isi the to- provSda for
coanOJs
itts,
in
to
communiThe governor intends
prominent part
mate an income tax would bring in
pointed out, Johnson had been re- recent events In the
county salaries bill do not conform legacies and inheritances.
brought against the shoe
to
cate
senate
army,
insure
today
leaders
with
about $100,000,000 a year to the govleased on bail. The court dd not went in an automobile
to
the
Bill
Senator
Senate
recommendations
84,
The Massa
made
machinery
the
Ilfeld,
by
companies,
by
to
.headthe
prompt action at tonight s meeting.
ernment.
pass upon the constitutionality of the quarters of the
at Hademkoui governor in his message at the open- to amend Section 2234,' of the com chusetts court took the position that
army
Now that the taXj is provided by the
law in any particular. .
t'ae indictment did not state an ofpiled laws of 1907.
in order to win the support of the ing of the legislature.
Delaware Tries to Get the Honor
constitution, the proposed excise tax,
The following bills were Introduced
Bill 85, by Senator Ilfeld, fense under the Sherman law. The
Senate
the
but
pre3.
troops,
soldiery
forcibly
Dover, Dela., Feb.
Believing
framed by the democratic leaders in
Trial Will Occur at Once
in the house today:
government appealed to the supreme
relating to insane persons.
vented him from alighting.
that Delaware would make the thirty-s3.
of
1912 to meet the supreme court's dethe
As
Feb.
a
result
court by virtue of tie ciiminal apChicago,
No.
Bill
Senate
So,
Holt
S9,
Senator
and
Chrisman,
by
by
ixth
defining
state to ratify the federal
dismissal of Jack Johnson's appeal,
act of 19U7, on the ground Ui"t
cision, which held a former income income tax
the
of
peals
Johnson
prohibiting prize fighting and fixing restricting
spreading
Seige to Begin Tonight.
amendment and thus
tax unconstitutional, will be dropped,
District Attorney Wilkerson said tostate an offense.
did
it
and
for
for
its
violation.
its
3.
grass
penalty
providing
wu
penalties
Feb.
le
toSofia,
announced,
make it effective, the legislature
The government in the Indictment
and some of its provisions may be inNo. 90, providing for single ballots sale or transportation.
day that the cases against the negro this afternoon that "hostilities wouli
a
rushed
resolution
through joint
day
w6uld be tried immediately. be
cluded in the new law.
Senate Bill 87, by Senator Holt, to alleged that Sidney Winslow, Edagainst the Turkl&U at all elections.
the amendment. Accord- pugilist
When Johnson was arrested after his fortresses of
West Virginia ratified the amend- ratifying
No. 91 by Carter, to repoal Section restrict the theft of electricity, gas ward P. Hurd, George W. Brown, Wilthe
of
to
Adrlanople
house
joint
the speaker of the
by
ment last week. One house in New ing
with violating the Bulgarian and Servian armies by 7' 15, Chapter 53, laws of thirty-eight- h
or water and to prohibit tampering liam Barbour and Elmer P. How vioof the Delaware leg- indictment, charged
representatives
Mexico
of
have
New
habeas
writ
Mann act, release on a
measure these lated the law, first by organizing
with meters which
The
Jersey and one in.
legislative
purpose
govassembly.
The
o'clock
01.
Bulgarian
tonight
islature, final legislative action
to
was
the United Shoe Machinery corporaIn
denied.
was
wholly
of
this
is
to
It
bill
substances.
remove
corpus
appealing
Wyoming's
approved
restrictions
ernment has been informed that Turthe joint resolution ratifying the procourt
United
the
States
on
tion,
The
candidates
and, second, by a system of
committee
supreme
for
admission
unexpected at this time.
the
to
reported
judiciary
key accepts integrally the suggesposed amendment was taken at 10:55
Johnson attacked the constitutionality tions contained in the note handed to bar.
on the following bills:
leasing their machines whereby pat
Following is the list of states o'clock this
mornling.
which ratified the income tax amendNo. 92, Cordova, providing for a
Senate Bill 4G, increasing the juri- rons were compelled to promise not
the porte by the European powers."
The senate met at 10:30 a. m. and of the Mann act
ment: Alabama, Arkansas, Arizona, soon
of justices of the peace; fa- to use any machinery made by an inroad
sdiction
between
Mora
Taos
wagon
and
resoluthe
afterward passed
California, Colorado, Georgia, Idaho, tion. Within five minutes after its
dependent and tq use only that made
and
amendments.
with
DEAD.
build
it. vorably
GAYNOR'S ASSArtANT
appropriating $5,000 to
num-- j by the alleged combine.
94
Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, KenNo.
Bill
the
N.
House
29,
3
James
J.
Feb.
increasing
Manzanares,
by
J.,
change
Trenton,
(o
receipt from the senate the house
The charge Mas that the shoe ma- tucky, Maine, Maryland, Michigan, acted
wno snot Mayor
the law governing the sale of prop- ber of judges in the fifth district, unfavorably upon the measure. Gallagher, the man
$
tchay in
Mississippi, The action of both houses was unan- Gaynor of New Yor. nearly two
Minnesota,
Missouri,
took over the
erty for taxes.
favorably, but a substitute was rec-- ; chinery corporation
9 No. 95,
business of the Consolidated and McMontana, Nebraska, Nevada, New imous.
by Burg, defining police pow- ommended' for passage.
years ago at Hoboken, N. J., died toYork, North Carolina North Dakota,
ers of the state. The purpose of, thin
House Bill 15, prohibiting lobby- Kay Lasting
Machine companies,
There was no knowledge here of day at the New Jersey State Hospit00 per cent of ail lastOklahoma, Oregon, South Carolina,
ConDeath
bill
to
3.
is
Feb.
in
railroad
Senate.
this
manufacturing
for
the
al
unfavorably.
Insane
prevent
Washington,
companies
ing;
city.
on
the quesaction by Wyoming
South Dakota,
Texas, any
Tennessee,
and other corporations from hiring
Senate Bill 44, abolishing capital ing machines; the McKay Shoo Mavened at noon.
tion and Delaware is claiming the hon- was due to paresis.
Washington, Wisconsin, Louisiana, or
Webb
William
officers
of
them
and
for murder; unfavorably. chinery company, manufacturing 7t
R.
Tennessee,
special
punishment
having
of having cast the deciding vote
'
Ohio, West Virginia, Wyoming.
Bill 45, providing fees for per cent of all heeling niaeiiims and
of
Senator
commissioned
and
the
Senate
the
sheriffs
Saunders,
by
succeeding
REDUCTION.
NO
TAX
of
amendment.
the
favor
in
The following rejected it: Connee
different counties. This bill has the jurors in justice courts; unfavorably. 80- per cent of ail metallic fastening
C. J. Morris Shoppard of Texas, succeed
Feb. 3. Assessor
Denver,
New
Rhode
Island,
the machines, and or the Goodyear bhoo
Hampshire,
tkuit,
Senate Hill 48.' restricting
Ditcher of Denver county is prevent- ing Senator Johnston, were swum in. endorsement cf the American tVder-- !
New Mexico Adopts Amendment,
Utah. No action or only partial acunfavorrecommended
Machinery company,
of
hours
of
for
Labor.
committee
ation
women;
work
Pensions
miiniifacluriug
a vote ed from making his proposed 10 per
Santa Fe, N. M Feb. 3.-80 per cent of the welt
tion was taken In the eight other
9G oy Lwe.leilyn, to
to
of
widow
No.
of
$75
ably.
prevent
valuapeinsion
monthly
sewing and
of 2( to 0 the house this afternoon cent reduction in the assessed
states.
Bill (, providing tim.l for outsole stitching machines.
General 'Arthur MacAr-thu- auto accidents on railway crossings.
Senate
Lieutenant
nt
he
the
income
decision
a
bill
tion
of
the
property
by
approving
passed
The government claimed t' ' !' .t
The following bills were reported traveling libraries; unfavorably...
tax amendment to the federal consti- supreme court today.
Amendment.
Adopts
Wyoming
The finance committee .'reported about SO per cent of the buMncj cf
O'Oornian introduced an for third reading, Having the approval
Senator
member
house
prestution. Every
.
Cheyenne, Wyo., Fob. 3. Under a
nmuufacturins Jshoe machines iut
the following bills:
amendment to rivers and harbors ap- of the committee:
,t
ent voted in favor of the measure,
both
houses
the
rules,
of
'the state one concern and that that bei n
bill
to
suspension
S30,000
to
to
Bill
for
3, requiring
Senate
No,
60,
governor
relating
New
propriation
absent.
were
several
REBELS Kill SOLDIERS
legislature this although
of the Wyoming
"undue proportion" of tho tnid
at least one woman on the var- mine inspector; favorably.
straighten Harlem 'river ship eanaL
Mexico had hoped to be the state to
'
resolution
tho
a violation of the law.
joint
considious
the
to
commltto
Bill
morning passed
state.
of
Jt (:
Senate
boards
FoHtoffice
the
21,
began
relating
the
complete the ratification of
tax
amendment
income
the
,
favor-ablyclaim that there hart been i.
NorAND:
12
No.
VG"E!i
OFF.
ratifying
a
the
of
of jiostotfice
Toombs,
eration
appropriation
moneys;
by
public
do
creating
so,
to
handling
was
unable
.but
to the federal constitution. The res- amendment,
un mal school at Clayton.
flill delegating tq a
withi amendments.
competition as in the Standard
as Wyoming and Delaware convened
olution was passed unanimously in
mon- and Tobacco cimeu- tun
for
io provide selection of
Bill
Senate
No,
17,
73,
amendment
days'
did'
providing
appropriating
than
earlier
their legislatures
OF postmasters by primaries.
the senate.
IN THE VICINITY
COUNTRY
Tlie shoe inaclitmirv oiTieinu
additional good time for state con- ey for the translation and printing
the now state.
Not a dissenting vote was registered
THE CAPITAL OF MEXICO IN
of the governor's message; favorably. dared the mint oi,l i i , t i
,
Judiciary committee favorably re- victs.
in either house of the Wyoming legisSTATE OF WAR
No. 23 by Kwg. an art to create
Senate Joint Resolution 10 wes of- - action of the Mushai-husellhouse bill giving court: of
c.
DEATH
ported
TO
PATIENTS
BURN
lature this forenoon on the joint reover southern a state fair ,t AUnmuerqun.
fered by. Senator llartt.. This pro- because tli, criminal rpsw-'Uclaims Jurisdiction
nt
Kaunas City, Full. 3. Mrs, Alice
solution ratifying the income tax
Mexico City, Fob. 3.- - Hobel follow- states cotton claims.
No. 32, fixing the excess fare that poses to submit to the poonHj on repeated by not belntr Include,
Mrs.
of
mid
Mary
Denver
Hopkins"
amendment to the federal constitution.
ers of General Zapata attacked a pasrailroads may charge for passengers amendment to Arfjcle 10, Sc. lion 2, judicial code nt J9l:, and ;.
House: Convened at noon.
Kitchen, patients at a private sanitaThe resolution of ratification was In- rium
Mexico
from
train
ami means committee in ox- - who fail to present t'CKCts.
of the state constitution, to reduce ed t!mt the
senger
traveling
Wavs
towere
to
death
burned
here,
troduced in tho senate by Senator
to
of
IS
soulh
the
of
No.
draft
miles
work
terms of county officers o two porntion v ih a mnii a t
City
de
40,
the
session
Haca
and
Cordova,
Ouniba,
began
by
eeutlvo
day. They nro believed to have set,
to amend Chapter 47 of 1ho session years hereafter and to prevent ny mcnt Tlhv fui it i r i
KomMc.k, and was takinug tho usual five to their
all.
or
wounding
tariff
bill,
capital,
nwr
today,
killing
ot
jn5
bedding.
course until the legislators learned
the "0 soldiers in the train's escort
laws of 1907
officer from oss'la holding a comity groups conw i t 1 it t
Representative Gr.rner of Texas
to
that only one state was needed
No. 53 by Doulwaro and Goodoll, office until two years have.
tion were m i mi
male passengers were killed troduced a resolution calling upon
COURT TAKES RECESS
L
make the amendment effective.
w
iii
,
to Iho Vnit-x- '
Washington, Feb. 3. The supreme and many of the. women passengers Attorney General Wlekersham to to give JurlBdictum
DUN N C tZCOf'Z
Thereupon when the senate met court today took a recess until Mon- were carried off by the rebels. The submit a statement an to whether he States over Fort Bayard.
patent laws
this morning Mr. Kondrick moved the
Xo. SI by u. U Baca, to eedo 'uf
P
Texas indictments
held
Sprir "ill, 111,
day,' February 24, without annoum-in- g train was halted toy the derailment of, has
resolution foe taken under a suspen1 ci
any division in tho state rati' the engine. The erbels then began fir- against John 1. Arehbohl and other isdiclion to tue United Stales ovet enai lim t uf
FAnr i ,
sion of the rules and voted upon. cases or the interniountain rate case. iu.r on the train from the sides of standard Oi! officials.
tie-Santa Fe national cemetery.
ond
ilto t' ' t t
a
r
ivj. r, This was done and immediately forNo. C7 by Cordova anl Montoya, to pt r
;!:e embankments, leas than two yards!
h - ;
Passed Carter bill to permit
, n.J of
d astro-,-- ,
tie
warded to the house, where it was
NO EXECUTIVE SESSION
to establish
a Spantsh-Amerlcn- r
am 1
nt 1 1 t
ton to o oi . 1 i i nr.-- .
concentrating their fire on the hotna coal companies to lease
'".li:-- d through, the vote being Washington, Feb. 3. Republican
car. Twelve soldiers, including tlonal land adjoining their present normal school at Taos.
idu?ii of
3 r
ot'&'n
i
have I
House Joint neoiution No. 0 by weo i
complete at 11:15 o'clock. The reso senators failed aiialn today by a tie Lieutenant Ortiz, were killed.
The leases.
o
.1,
lution i'h now on its way to the gover- vote to secure an incentive session lieutenant's wife was wounded. A re-- !
r
,1
t '
pased Garner bill to convey to Chrisman, relative to tho rppolDt' tL
:'
r r
nor for
mcnt cf a fceEtKtealoti io act Jointly
'
take up President Taft'B appoint- - lief train took (be woutidrd to A me Te.v.s 1n acres r.f Fort Drown
(d"Tjfihr
1
'
f
M
:
MM
After fiuKincr the JnronH" tax amend
with the roverncr snj c 'r. r- - cf
farv
Session Saturday Prevented Action Being Taken in Time
Details of the Proposed Levy Upon Incomes Will Be
Worked Out Probably By the Special Session of

TUMULTY GETS JOB
Trenton, N. J., Feb. 3. Joseph
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camo depicting upoa an presented in chronological order. The
elaborate scale the discovery of gold; visitor in 1915, as he enters the con"The I'.attle of Gettysburg," "The cession, will first see the panoramas
Aei oscope" are among other notable depicting the early events in America's naval history and then he will
concessions.
The Grand Canyon of the Colorado, see panoramas of the later events
in all, of its grandeur and color, as with which every school boy Is familseen from the platform of an obser-- i iar. The final panorama in the convation car, will be among the most cession will show the assembled batworld
unique of all the concessions. Walter- tleships of the navies of the
Burridge, the widely known Ameri- anchored oft Harbor View, the expoGRANTED
FOR can scenic artist, will execute the sition site, with the White Squadron
CONCESSIONS
will
which
depict the coming through the Golden Gate.
j paintings
MODELS OF PANAMA CANAL
conces- - There will be a thrill from start to
The
the
canyon.
scenes of
AND THE GRAND CANYON
will occupy 300x700 feet of finish in this production. The specBion
will gaze at battleships, cruisSan Francisco, Feb. 3. More man eround space. The Santa Fe plans tator
of
one
concession
boats, submarines and
ers,
torpedo
high
,the
to
render
concestwo thousand applications for
to
one
value
than
apparently in
hydroplanes
rather
educational
fighting
amusement
filed
purveyors
sions,
by
will open
comThe
.end
this
the
to
action.
and
representation
in all parts of he world, nave been amuse only
sea. A perof
the
a
view
talent
with
open
foremost
will
the
engage
pany
Concessions
received by Director of
of the country. A motor electric train fect illusion of the restless ocean
Hurt of the i auama-Paclfi- c
exposiwill false the visitor
through the will be presented. The water will be
will
tion. Many of the concessions
the
be extremely original and striking. "Canyon"; guides will deliver run- seen as if rising and, falling,
at
form
to
on
interwaves
of
the
appearing
lectures
actually
of
points
ning
Eight of them will, In the opinion
under
Mr. Burt, involve an expenditure of est. In consonance with the setting, the horizon and sweep to and
is
more than two million dollars. The an Indian village will do installed, the deck on which the spectator
DoSan
of
seated.
the
members
Pueblo,
and
not
omy
concessions will be notable
The cost of the replica of the Panfor their great size and their splen- mingo, Navajo, Zuni and Hopi Indian
and
dances
their
canal will be J250.OO0, which is
ama
will
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ered as a school election within the
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meaning of article VII of the constipleased to learn that there is at least
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Yours truly,
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er with another from Mr. Percival
Attorney General.
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he noticed three unset diamonds
i
which had dropped out of the package.
I
An investigation showed that the sendCALENDAR OF SPORTS
er had taken off the back of the fiams
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and had filled the apace between the
TO
embossed leather of the frame and
the back with unset diamonds, carefully
Monday.
wrapped in cotton to keep them
New England Slates indoor skatfrom rattling. When Nathan Groen,
ing championships, at Boston.
New York, February 3. Police Cora- - constant fear for his Hie and safety. of Groen Brothers, diamond dealers on
Opening of annual Ehow of Wasn-ingtomlssioner Waldo has submitted his He will probably spend the rest of his Pearl street, called for the package,
D. C, Automobile Dealers' asreport for the year 1912 to the mayor days in some sanitarium or insane he was promptly arrested and later STRUCTURES THAT SWELL THE sociation,
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and the document makes itite inter asylum. The loss of "Big Tim" will special agents visited the office of the
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force of New York district, which recognized in him not monds pending further investigation.
the entire poll
,
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The weather prophets, official and worth of goods. They tried in various leys and tortuous turns, the old dis Indianapolis.
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Rather significant is the informa- unofficial alike, are having a hard ways to ascertain the method employ ease breeding dwellings in which the
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commissioner are those for transfermen's convention of the Southern are being driven outside. What money
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and curveless. If fashionably attir-The breaking of a package in the Baptist church. The convention, which is left after the work about "Les Kennel club, Newark, N. J.
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at
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COLLEGE SINGERS SHAKESPEARE AN LONDON
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campaigning;

ORItC,

certs will enshrine another word,
"Washburn," in the hearts of our
great brotherhood. Don't miss them.
The personnel of the club is as fol-

ENGLISH
NOBLEMAN
JOINS, IN
TIRADE AGAINST THE
BARD OF AVON.

THE "TURKEY TROT" IS DANCED
BY YOUNG PEOPLE IN "EVENING CLOTHES"

London, Feb. 3. Commenting upon
Mr. Demblon's advocacy of the theory that the real author of the Shakespeare plays was the Earl of Rutland,
who was born in 1576 and died in

London, Feb. 3. The recent raid on
a fashionable West End gambling club
again has called attention to tie fact
that scores of these places exist and
are patronized by society men and

Sir Edwin Durning-Lawrencwrites:
"I myself wrote to Mr. Demblon to
offer a welcome to his book, because
while it can do no possible harm to
those who know that the real author
of the plays was Francis Bacon, it
brings together a good deal of evidence against the possibility of the
'drunken illiterate clown' of Stratford being any longer supposed to be
the inimitable author. The appellation 'drunken, ' illiterate
clown' is
now forever permanently attached to
William Shakespeare, because It Is a
very accurate description of the real
e

man.
"Almost the only thing that seems
certain about the householder of
Stratford Is that he always was a

drunkard. Halliwell Phillips recorJs
the tradition that Shakespeare, before he left Stratford, was chosen by
his fellows
as one of a party to
'drink down' the Bibford topers,' out
failing, he passed the night under a
tree, which was subsequently known
as 'Shakespeare is supposed to have
lost his life because he passed the
night in a ditch after a drinking
bout.'
Scene Confirms Claim.
"The fact that he was a drunkard
Is also strongly confirmed by the
in the 'Taming of the
Shrew where a 'drunken Warwickshire' tinker is dressed up In my
lord's clothes and fo'd rhat the play
has been prepared by his order.
"In my possession is a wonderful
painting by Hy. LiverBeege (oh. 1S31)
In which: the face of the drunken
Warwickshire tinker evidently is
drawn from the oeschout portrait',
while the face of the hostess Is that
of Bacon. Masonic emblems are scattered over the whole picture to inform the initiated that tney are being
told 'on the square' the real story
of the Shakespeare plays. The frame
of this curious ipicture is ornamented
with emblems of the highest Masonry. But perhaps the most remarkaole
thing Is that in the engraving of
which I also possess a copy, the face
of the hostess is no longer the face
of Bacon, and ail the revealing Masonic emblems have been most carefully eliminated."
"When Bacon was ' orn," continues
Sir Edwin, "the Hcgrtsh language,'
as we now understand tt, did not exist. A jgrammar school was a Latin
grammar school, where English was
never spoken and where Latin wis
never translated into English. Twen- ty years after Bacon was born, tbe
statutes of Harrow, school provided
that no boy (excepting only those in
the lowest form) should speak a
word of anything except Latin even
In the playground.
"Max Muller tens us ''iat a gentleman educated at a publ'c school anl
at the university sel 10m uses more
than 3,000 or 4,000 words, in the marvelous plays known under the name
of Shakespeare there are about
different words of which 7,000
are new words mtrouuueu wr me
first time into the language by
'Shakespeare' Neither Dickens nor
Thackeray used more than 7,000 o!
words In all their
8,000 different
that anyinconceivable
Is
works. It
one today can really suppose that
William Shakespeare, of Stratford-on-Avon- ,
could have known so many as
1,000 different words."
'fore-scen-
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Is out-

There ia no more danger than
wardly apparent In these clubs. A very

large number of their clients are womenmany of them little more than
Once in the hands of the
girls.
"crooks," who run the salons, and the
unscrupulous money lenders, to whom
the clients are Introduced by them,
there is often little chance of these
girls and women escaping with their
reputations unimpaired Many of them
are in terror of blackmail; they may
belong to families whose names are
household words, and exposure would
mean social ruin and disgrace.
Often there Is! danger behind the
show rooms of the fashionable West
One case may be
End dressmakers.
mentioned in which a young society
woman, inexperienced in the methods
of the "sharks" with whom she had
to
come into contact was induced
gamble away every penny she possessed. She had been married only a
few months, and when at last she was
forced to tell her husband of her
heavy debts, he refused, after having
paid them, to have anything more
to do with her. When last she was
heard of this girl was in Monte Carlo
with a "set" of very doubtful rputa-tatlo-

Gambling is by no means society's
worst sin. It is no exaggeration to say
that there are many people belonging
to the "smart set" who should be
kept closely guarded In an asylum.
Degenerate, weak
They are mad.
willed men; neurotic, "nervy," unmoral womenthey are continually , on
the lookout for something new to sat
Isfy their mad craving for pleasure
and excitement. No escapade is too
daring for them.
Not long ago a woman, widely
known in London society, thought ol
giving what she termed a "pajama
party." She sent out Invitations to
about 20 men and women all of them
young and invited them to come to
her house on a certain evening, bringing with them a pair of pajamas. Her
guests considered this an excellent
notion, and all went expecting some
uproarious fun. They were not disappointed. After all of them had changed into their unconventional attltre,
there was. a dance In which the latest "ragtime" monstrosities
figured
conspicuously, such as the "turkey
trot" and the "bunny hug."
After the dance there was a supover
per; after Biipper "horse-play,- "
which one may well draw a veil.
These are the sort of society even'rf
that are not chronicled in the soclai
colnmns of the papers..
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Baltimore, Chattanooga, Wheeling and a number f
nal anti-trusuit instituted1 by the smaller cities ia Pennsylvania, Ohio
and Indiana.
government against the
bathtub trust came up for retrial
STRUCTURAL IRONWORKERS
here today before United States District Judge Clarence W. Sessions of Indianapolis, Ind., Feb. 3 The InGrand Rapids. At the first trial the ternational Association of Bridge and
jury disagreed. Since then the su- Structural Ironworkers, of which orpreme court of the United States .bas ganization a majority of the officers
handed down a decision in the civil and many of the other members are
case under vhe Sherman anti-truunder conviction for alleged participalaw adjudging the bathtub combina- tion in the dynamite conspiracy, will
tion, a monopoly In restraint of trade begin Its annual convention In this
and ordering Its dissolution. In its city tomorrow. The consideration of
prosecution of the criminal proceed- numerous questions arising out of the
'
ings the government relies chiefly conviction of the leaders will occupy
on the evidence adduced in the hear- much; of the time of the convention.
Mi!.
The sessions are espeoted' to last a
ings of the civil suit '
The defendant In the-- case Include week or ten days
sixteen firms and some thirty indiJim Flynn believes that Jess Wil-larviduals, who are alleged 'by the government to have obtained control of
should meet him before Willard
85 per cent f the annual output of tackles Luther McCarthy.
enamel Ironware bathtubs, sinks, lavScout Bobby Gilks is In Pensacola,.
atories, etc., la the (United States. Fla., prtting the training grounds in
The firm are located In New. York, ehape for the Cleveland! Naps.
BATHTUB: MEN ON TRIAL AGAIN.
Detroit Mich., Feb. 3. The crimi-
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Why is it that the proposal to limit
lows:
the presidential tenure to a single
term with ineligibility for
First Tenor Pericles A. Miller,
is causing such a stir in the Bull
Theodore H. Post, Willie E. Lusby,
.Moose camp? asks the Kansas City
T. Herbert Heym.
(
Journa'. Sureiy this la "reform with
Second Tenor David Neiswanger,
'
the bark ion," and that Is what the
Sherrill B. Smith, Millard B.' Toxell,
Hull Moosers have teen shouting
J. Earl Farrish.
be aeoomniodated.
for. Yet the very suggestion of 11mFirst Bass Howard Searle, Herbert
AS 'the' success of the farme!
Edwin
A. Blinn, Milton C. Gugler,
iting presidential tenure brings fuLas Vegas means the success
rious opposition from the apostles of around
A.
Donald
Campell.
business waa as Seeley,
the new order. .Vhere is only one of each Individual
Second Bass Frank A. Ripley, Carl
suocess
of
the
farm
ts'Cia
well, and,
D. Hathaway, Neil W. Rogers. WTi!lis
plausible reason for this opposition
iiio ucmg cf proper
K iUtxnnitpon
and that is the cifect such a change
Rosecrans.
with A. Garvey, W. Joseph
would hare on the continuous presi- methods and thetf acquaintance
E. L
director;
Horace
Whitehouse,
is
dential strivings of Theodore Roose what is "being done elsewhere, it
B.
Sherrill
Smith,
whether Shanberger, reader;
velt It would eflectually put T. It. important that every fa.'me.",
old ii.no- bo urg manager.
or
an
new
comer
a
out of the running.
afterThe Bull Moose newspapers are ed to be fcn hand both for the
noon and evening of February 11 if he
'
to
of
tactics
their usual
resortin?
PAPPS DIAPEPSIN
can xssibly arran&a to do so.
'misrepresentation in this matter.
They argue that the mythical "InterREGULATES STOMACH
ests" want a single term president MISS STALLO WEDS A PRINCE.
American
3.
Another
Feb.
Paris,
because they could handle such a
man. Of course, this is rubbish. If heiress acquired, a title today through
GAS,
IT! IN FIVE MINUTES
the "interests' have any opinion the marriage of Miss Helena Stallo, TIME,
"
INDIGESTION
AND
SOURNESS
of
the
share
a
inherited
who
exlarge
about the matter It has not been
TO TRY 21 AUTO BANDITS
IS GONE
millions left by her grandfather, aie
of the
Feb. 3. Twenty-on- e
Paris,
pressed. Certainly Wall Street has
Do some foods you eat hit back
members of the Bonnot
taken no part a the argument if late. Alexander McDonald of Cincinsurviving
a neph taste good, b"t work badly; ferment
"Roosevelt were out of the way it is nati, to Prince . lichel Murat,
Gamier gang of .automobile bandits,
into stubborn lumps and cause a sick,
Eugenie.
whose exploits In. robbery and mur
doubtful if there would be no appre- ew, of the
The religious ceremony, which sour, gassy stomach? Now, Mr. and
attention
der
attracted world-wid- e
ciable opposition tg this sane and
e
down: Pape's
this
lot
In the Church of St.
Mrs.
took
ItDyspetlc
place
The
last
sensible proposal.
summer, were placed on trial In
suggestion
d'Eylau la Place Victor Hugo, Dlapepsin gets everything, leaving no
the assize 'court today. An Immense
self Is not new. It was made when
a distinguished gathering. Miss thing to sour and upset you. There
drew
was
and
It
formed
the constitution
throng of spectators, Including many
her father, never wa sanything so safely quick.
women and' girls, Kile 1 the courtroom
bas been renewed every few year. Stallo was given away by
No difference
M. Stallo, of Cincinnati and so certainly effective.
when the case was called. The crimes
since. Some of our greatest states- Edmund
for the how badly your stomach is disorder
men of all political parties were in New York. The witnesses
alleged against the defendants are
trie ed you will get hapy relief in five
T.
Herrick,
were
Myron
so numerous that it Is expected that
favor of a single presidential term, brjde
and Henry minutes, but what pleases you most
at least three weeks will be required
and for reasons to which all good American ambassador,
Trince Mur- Is that It strengthens and regulates
for the trial. Several hundred wlt- citizens could subscribe. The sug- Watterson of Louisville.
was attended by the Grand- Duke your stomach so you can eat your fanesaes have been summoned to testi
gestion does not come now as any- at
Paul of Russia.
vorite foods without fear.
fy.
thing novel or revolutionary.
nonThe couple plan to spend their
Most remedies give you relief somThere are many advantages in the
InIn
May they
Do you know, that more real danger
tenure that union in - Algiers.
etimesthey are slow but not sure.
one term
presidential
United Difipepstn Is, quick, positive and' puts
tofor the
said
lurks in a common cold than In any
win anneal stronslv to anyone Hot tend-minor ailments? The
Othty ,af th
to remain until autumn. On your KtoipacV In ,b 'healthy 'condition
natural!)" obstinate or inconceivably States
NEGRO FACES MURDER CH ARC'S safe way
take Chamberlain's
take
will
back.1
to
Paris
urn
come'
'won;t
ret
they
their
so
the
misery
elected
were
a
If
Hibbltr",
3.
president
William
iftiwrnn!.
Cough Remedy, a thoroughly reliable
Toledo, O.,' Feb.
in
the
soon
magnificent
as
as
horn?
t)la
their
different
You
feel
up
r
term, with ineligibility
for a
a ne;;T'o--, was arraigned In court today preparation, and rid yourself of the
the
ou m- - " Lubeck, which nnnsln conies In contact with
apar-meuho would be relieve
This
possible.
trial on a charge or navnig mur cold as la.quickly
tor sale by all dealers.
bean occupied ty stomach distress Just vanishes your for
remedy
rf all concern and anxiety regarding far boiiw time
white
womn,
a
Tlertha
Moore,'
dered
Adv. .
two daughters.
stomach gets sweet no gases, no whose mutilated body was found In a
Under, the present Mr. Stallo and
a -- vindication
of
eructations
.u
undigested vacant, lot on the outnWrt of the City ALLEGED MURDERER ON TRIAL
belching, no
system a president canuot escuj-rrom SIR WILLIAM VAN HORNE IS 70 food, your head clears and you fcol Inst .luiie.
Columbus, Ind., Fob. 3. The case
pressure of political exigencies,
Hurry ISrowu, an aiioged
be
Montreal. IYb. 3. Sir William Van fine.
the day of his first Inauguration eec-on-d
of Hibbltt in the crimel of Henry Ronilne, which, was brought
accomplice
one of the fore, Go now, make the best Investment
Home, for ninny r
is inferential!- a candidate for a
has already been convicted and Is here on change of venue from Jenand financial you ever mode by getting a large
in.
most
leaders
of
railway
presiall
pur
term. Not that
nings county, was called for trial toelectrocution..
allied his seven- cent
case of Pape's Dlapepsin from awaiting
dents really wanted a second term, drobw In Canada,
day. Romine ta charged with the murSh
store. You realize In five
der of the McQuald brothers at their
bat the custom of giving a second tieth' birthday anniversaryto today. ml8'" any drug
tBe
bow needless It Is to suffer
Is
minutes
luiown
"made
W.t
William
has
who
home near Norlh Vernon on ths aight
a
term to president
for bis wicccsa as a rail from indigestion, dyspepsia or any
of October 5 last. Two alleged accomgood" almost obligates ad presidents nesa world
Born near Joliet, 111.. stomach disorder. Adv.
matter or personal pride to seek way v Si
plices In the crime, J. Rufus
!srhe
rj a "vindication."
bis career, at the
besran
be
There ia little in
and Henry Tyler, are to be tried atl a
it's
i
f
21 as a tivket agent on the
; later term of court.
Wben Burton Holmes recently pave
iouU ttat President Taft would have ace of
In 1S74 h hla celebrated travelogue on "PanAlton
road.
and
served
CVto
ro
have
well
satisfied,
fccen
103
Southera iilnnesota lall-wa- ama" at Orchestra Hall, Chicago, be
, pinrfa term end let it go at that. went to the
Here is a message of hope and eood
was seriously lnterupted by continual
f
a
from
it
extrleatU'S
a
become
cheer from Mrs. C. J. Martin, lioone
to
lam
and,
anfnh'om forced
coughing- of the audience. Ko one
!
Mill, Va., who Is the mother of
lad posilion, was rewarded with the noys willingly and If people with
rhildrrn. Mrs. Martin was cured of
He came to pourbs, colds, hoarseneHg and tlckllnr;
BlflSle r.rsldn-road.
the
a
of
T!
stomach trouble ntid conBtipatiim !)
'I
.
.
Tovld 1,9 free from U,r. .:anal:fn Parlfl'j rmwl ia 1SE1 83 in throat would ue Foley's Honey and
( hamberlaln's
4,:.,.
Tablets after fi'p
Tar
Compound, they could
quickly
,
aud
:
t
to UHft t"9 r
.;!'l'ienUy f imi their cmit:ii and co'.da and avoid
of uffr!ng find now
thcKc tabb'tH to the piibllc. Bold
v t,,m in t
f.fitht corjv hn httfitjyrinf", ft. O. IMiaefvr 4
...
!' . ai.;;.-;'.fAdv.
liy all ilealIN 2
Co Adv.
Jkd Crwi ! :
.
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Some very pretty embroideries still left.
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Jose Varela of Pecos was a vlsUd
!n the city today.
C. Ii. Wensell of Wagon Mound was
a visitor here today.
; C. L. Morrell of
Wagon Mound waj
a visitor in town yesterday.
"
THE DUKE
Manuel B. Goka of Sapello was a GIRLS DEFEATED
CITY HIGH SCHOOL; BOYS
visitor in the city over Sunday.
LOST TO VARSITY.
A. R. Muesse of the Valmora ranch
was a visitor in the city for over SunLas Vegas won and lost Saturday
day.
in the basketball games at
evening
M.
U. Pirkey of Holman was
Miss
The Normal girls dea visitor in the city yesterday and to- Albuquerque.
feated the D,uke City high school by
day.
NorL. Woodbury, a well known resident a score of 17 to 11, while the
to the University of
mal
lost
boys
of Watrous, was a visitor in the city
New Mexico by a score of 24 to 21.
today.
Professor J. C. Baker, coach of the
Lee Devine, a well known resident of
Normal
boys' team, says his pupils
Watrous, was a visitor In the city yes'
doubtless would have been able to
'
terday.
win from the University, had they
County Commissioner A. A. Galle-f:o- s not
been tired out after their game
of Villanueva was a visitor in the
with the,,iai3iAason Friday night.
'
city today.
The Normal -- led In the University
Margarito Romero, the proprietor of
gfame untik,Ui .last few minutes of
a
was
in
El Porvenlr ranch,
visitor
play, when the players seemed to
the city today.
lose
their .ginger and the AlbuquerMiss Mary Hoops of Vermont, 111.,
succeeded in nosing a point
is a guest at the home of Judge and' que boys
or two ahead beiore the final whistle
Mrs. E. V. Longi
blew. Baker says tixe Normal teams
E. Belcher arrived in the city yesterwere given the squarest of square
day from hla home in Raton and was deals
by "the officials and were well
a visitor here today.
entertained.
Frank McCullough, who has been, in
The University, it is Btated, when
Wason Mound for the past week, has
induced the Las Vegas teams to
it
returned to the city.
over for games Saturday night,
stay
Frank Clark returned this afternoon
that a return contest between
agreed
from an extended business trip to the
teams should be played In
the
boys';
northern part of Texas.
Las Vegas. Since winning the battle
Miss Pearl Schlott left yesterday
of ibothtub-night- ,'
however, the Unifor Raton where she has taken a
management has discovered
versity
Colonel R. E. Twitchell returned
that it has games with other Albu,.this afternoon from Albuquerque, querque 'teams that will prevent It
where he has been visiting several
coming to Las Vegas. For years pas
days on business.
it has been the custom for each team
po.sltion as teacher in the city schools. to have a game upon its own court
Misses Elena and Miquela Sena are
and there should be no reason why
here from Santa Fe, having come to the'
University should refuse to come
attend the Romero-Silv- a
wedding,
up here unless it is afraid to Jeopwhich took place today.
ardize, its victory of Saturday evenStephen Powers, superintendent of ing, which the Normal people1 say,
the Agua Pura company, left this af would be an unsportsmanlike way of
ternoon- - on a several days' business
doing.
trip to Colorado Springs.
for Saturday night's
The line-up- s
Richard F. Dunn of Gascon, who was
game follow:"
a visitor in the city Sunday, left this
N.'M. N. TJ. Forwards, Trahey
afternoon for Raton where he will and
centers, Bentley and
.Young;
spend some time on business.
Hixetiibaiigh; guards, Culberson and
J. A. Conley, a traveling engineer Tooker.
for the Santa Fe Railway company,
High Sehool Girls Forwards, Trotwith headquarters in Raton, was a
ter and Swttzer; centers, Franklin
visitor here yesterday and tody.
tad Watsofljr guards, Kicke and
D. MacCurdy, of Albuquerque, repre-- '
senting the International Correspond
N. M. N. U. Forwaros, Ellis and
ence school of Scxanton, Pa., was a
Koogler; 'center, Steward; guards,
business visitor in the city today.
Larrazolo and Gallegos.
Judge H. L. Waldo, solicitor for the
UV N. M.
Forwards LaPralk and
Santa Fe Railway company in New
Spitz; center, Littrell; guards, Lee
Mexico, returned this afternoon from and Calkins.
a short business trip, to Kansas City.
The A. 6. C. girls and the Las VeRoy Selover, who has been employed
ere to play two games for
gas s
here in the Santa Fe Railway com- the
q'tate championship. The first
pany telegraph office as an apprentice combat is to be staged Friday
operator, left thl3 afternoon for
night' and a return game is to b
where he will be employed
played later at Las Vegas.
as a regular operator.
Mrs. B. Foster and children left
GIRLS DEFEND MOTHER
yesterday for California where they
plna to make their home. Mr. Foster,
Ventura, Calif., Feb. 3. Warmly dewho is a dispatcher in the local office fending their mother, Mrs. Sophie
of the Santa Fe- Railway company Marttino, who is In jail here on a
plans to leave for California in a few charge' fif kidnaping from Galvoston,
days.
Texas, and accusing their father, for
Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Barnes of Denver mer Judge P.; O. Saunders, of not
who arrived in the city Saturday even- having treated them properly, Consue- ing, will make their home here per- - lo and' Esperanza Saunders declared
manently. Mr. Barnes Is to take today they had written to their moth
charge of the local Wells Fargo and er,- - who had remarried after her hus
Company express office, coming here band" had "obtained a divorce, asking
from the Denver office of that
trtaf slie' ttk"them from the school
In which they had been placed by
Saunders..
According to the records Catcher ,!j Mrs. Moritlno, who is awaiting the
Henry of the Washington team, nailed arrival ofexas officer with requisL
72 would-bbase stealers In G3 games Hon papers," expressed confidence in
lest season.
the result of her trial. The two girls
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Baking P
.

DAIUriQ POVDSH

knowledge of bale- ingf requirements on your part is all that is necessary
to produce perfect bakintrs with Calumet Bakincr
Powder. Calumet by its purity and perfect leavening
qualities docs the rest.
Leave your next baking to Calumet and note the
improvements also note the paving for Calumet is
economical in ost and use. All rood exocers sell it.
:;V

'V.

RECEIVED HIGHEST AWARDS
World t Pur Food Epolion,
1
V'Chicta,IIL..
Pan F.S nnl'lltn. tritnra

.

have been placed in charge of the
juvenUf probation officer with Instructions not to ailor them out of her pes.
session.

OPTIC,

MONDAY,

CHRISTIANS

FEBRUARY 3, 1913.

BEAT

THE BAPTIST

TO EXCLUDE ASIATICS
Sacramento, Calif., Feb. 3. Asiatic
exclusion received the approval of the
California legislature tod a when the

RV

MONEY IN YOUR POCKET IS LIKE
SNOW IN SUNSHINE

BOYS

lower house unanimously adopted a
senate joint resolution calling upon
congress to pass the bill introduced THIS WAS NOT A DENOMINATIONAL FIGHT IT WAS ONLY
it soon melts away. If you have it with you it's a temptation to spend
by Congressman Baker excluding
A BASKETBALL GAME.
"Asiatic and pauper" labor
t
Take out enough for necessities and deposit some each pay day with us.
The only opposition to the measure.
The Sunday School basketball
in debate came from a southern Call-- j
member, who said the orange gue is going to be a huge success if
growers depended upon the Japanese the attendance and interest and the
fcr the gathering of their crops and P'aylng of the teams Saturday night
And encourage and help you save
that exclusion should not be enforced is any criterion. A crowd that filled
until the Japanese had been replaced. the gallery witnessed the games and'
$1.00 opens an acct. Add to it each pay day and Watch it Grow
A large number of "anti-alieland rooted for all it was worth.
The first game proved to be the
ownership" bills are before the legislature and many of the assemblymen, star attraction of the evening. This
speaking for the passage cf the reso- match was between the Christian
lution today, took occasion .to urge boys and the Baptists. The game
Hi
CAPITAL
favorable action on these when they was as close as any game could be
$106,000.00
and both teams pm up a splendid excame up.
hibition of ball. The first half
ended with the score 7 to 7. The
Geo. H. Hunker, Vice Preisjdent
jonn w. nams. President
Cleofes Romero, Vice President
THE CONTEST CASE
Eecond half proved
Cecilio Rosenwald, Secretary
to
as
be
Jvqjw. Lively, Assistant Secretary
just
3.
The house today
Denver; Feb.
1
and holty cpntested as the
adopted the minority report on till closely
'
contest case involving the seats of first and up to two minutes before
end of play the score stood 9 to
the
W.
W.
and
Representatives
Boyle
9, when the Baptitsts threw one goal
John Mayer, republicans, of Las
Thia report merely finds the and then the Christians quickly
nrima facie evidence sufficient to threw two in succession, the game
warrant a hearing and instructs the e.nding 13 to 11 in favor of the
committee on privileges and elections tians.
For the Christians the entire team
to conduct an investigation. The reput
up a fine game. Little "grandport was adopted 38 to 2a.
was apparent. All the
The Colorado senate today refused standing"
members seemed to catch the spirit
to go on record In favor of giving
Uncle Sam's fighting man the privi- of team work, which, in the end, won
the game for them. The Baptist boys
leges enjoyed by the civilian. On a
'i
tie vote, the upper branch of the leg- are not at all rore about their de
islature killed a bill making it a mis- feat. They feel almost as though
V
demeanor to bar from any theater, they had won, because of the close
ness of the score, and when these
Coffee-makingbecomesle- ss
restaurant, hotel or moving picture
4
two teams meet again they say
house a uniformed private of either
"some feathers wl'l be flying,
of a fine
the regular army or the national
and more of an exact science
The second game was a correct
guard.
imitation of a 60 horsepower auto in
with an Electric Coffee Percolator. Not
a race with a 10 year old burro.
Dr. Frank J, Sexton, the Harvard
Those Methodist "fellers" sure have
only is percolation by elecricity the
University baseball coach, has signed some team and the way
they
a three-yea- r
contract with the Harway and
dainty way to brew
"romped" on those Y. M. C. A. boys
Ill
.',
Irt
vard Athletic committee.
was a shame a mean, downrignt
is
coffee,
economical way
shame. Talk about your team work,
CHILDREN ARE REAL POETS basket shooting and lightning pass
as well. All
aroma and
ingphew how those "M. E.'s"
of
coffee bean is conserved
Descriptions of Ordinary Things Show did go. After the smoke had cleared
Imaginative Fancy That Does . away and the score board was con
Not Survive the Years.
you can make coffee
your
sulted, It was found that the Metho61 points, while tne
run
had
dists
up
Children are born with a taste for
quickly and easily.
"Y"' had p. paltry 10 to their creait.
knowledge.
They want to know, and
F
they want to know 'the right things. While of course, It the Y. M. C. A.
J
such hard but
They ask questions, and are not easily team had not had
satisfied.
are
were
fond
of
use
of
what's
the
They
imitating
talking, they
is a durable device whose attractiveness
what they see around them. They are beat and beat bad. . But, they say,
makes
an ideal gift of hating worth.
highly Imaginative. They clothe their wait until next tme.
Ideas in concrete forms. There was a
will
Next
Methodists
.the
Saturday
time when they were regarded as ImLIS
mature adults; we have learned thai play the Christians, and this ought
8
the main aim of a teacher must be to to be a crackerjack game, and the
COMPANY"
give the right tone to the feelings
Baptists play the Presbyterians. The
goodness in the abstract is of littli latter team is an unknown quantity
avail; the imagination must be stirred. and some more surprises may be in
We are accustomed to believe that
who witness the next
store
there is little reflection on the part of double-heade-for those
is the
Following
children and yet one cannot but sec
teams:
the
of
now and again gleams
standing
of thought
'
1.000
which suggest a hidden mental power Methodists
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
.
ignored. The opening; was VtQi
4
4.
1.000
working almost unconsciously. The Christians
New York, Feb. 3. Teveloprnents lower. May started
to
little girl who "gathered sunlight in Baptists
.000
to1
over Sunday were not reassuring "to 93
a drop of M
and deWITH THE BOXERS.
her hands and put it on her face" Y. M. C. A.
.000
to
clined
hears
the
bull
the
had
the
faction
and
close
was
The
nervous
93.
knew something of the effects of heat
.000
net lower
And how full of humor are some ol Presbyterians
upper hand during early operations with May
the sayings of children. It was Punch
Likelihood of resumption of
May cor nopened a shade to Vari'k
today.
Kid Ashe, the colored boxer cf Cia- we believe, who depicted Tommy, aft
hostilities in the Balkans and threats off at 52 ys to 52 and then, rose to
er he had been severely corrected
dnnaU'
defeated two colored fcoxers
of widespread labor troubles in the
The close was'
net highas exclaiming: "I fink I'll go back to
in the game ring at Bessemer, Ala., I
.
steel industry were effective in depres- er for May at 52
And
heaven, where I came from."
BASEBALL NOTES.
May oats, which started unchanged the other inghi
sing values.
what a fund of suggestion was con"Gunboar Smith, has settled mat- - f
O
unat
in
was
34, declined to
held
check
Trading
ty
veyed by the little girl who, on hear
Provisions appeared a liti'e heavy tors with Ma wife who soed him for
Ing a running tap, said that "the Wacertainty whether the supreme court
divorce. He gave her $123 and nhe
ter was coughing!"
Charley Barrett, formerly athletic would hand down the Minnesota rate owing to buyers' wants h?!ng soon also pot her divorce.
The poetry of life is frequently seen
were
sales'
decision
Marked
declines
First
from
supplied.
been
today.
has
ranged
In childhood. We have this illustrated trainer at Williams college,
Ministers are trying to snap the lid
confined to a comparatively few is-- ' Saturday night's level to 5 cents low-eIn the description of butterflies as engaged as trainer of the New York
on the game In Calgary, Alberta, where
foreIn
the
anLlater
sues, however,
including May at $19.10 for pork
"pansies flying." "A star is a cinder Americans for the coming season.
noon there was a gradual recovery. and $10.10 for lard and 'ribs. The former champion Tommy Burns con- - I
from God's great star" has a wealth
William R. Armour, the new presi
I
ducts a fcoxlng club.
'
of unconscious meaning.
But per- dent of the Milwaukee club, Is a vet Union Pacific strength contrasted closing quotations were:1
v
"
mo
jariiion-racKejuch.
Met' arioi.it
haps the finest approach to poetry eran baseball manager, having seen sharply with, the heaviness of SouthWheat, May 93 ; July 31 : Septembout has been declared'off as McFitr-" '' '
was made by a tiny tot who defined
ern
ber
Pacific.
89.
J'''
as a pilot of the Detroit,
land refused to box for the
dew as "the grass
crying." Oh, service
Prices made a decided spurt on
Corn, May 52; July 13 '"Septemauntie!" said the little girl, "I've just Cleveland and Toledo teams.
offered
:i
by the New York promoter. !
'
'
larfgor dealings at midday. Union ber 54.
seen a pencil walking." The nurse,
Middleshoro, Ky., has been admitted
Pacific, Reading and Lehigh Valley
Oats, May 34's; July 34; Septemwho had grown out of fairyland, ex- to
league, taking
the Appalachian
" '
'
advanced a point Postponement of ber 34.
plained that it was only an ordinary Asheviile's
RETAIL (MERCHANTS
berth, the latter city having the Minnesota rate deoislon later
worm.
AROUSED.
Pork, May $19.20; July $19.'i5.
been released to enter the Carolina caused the market o sell
Chicago., ill.,. Feb. a.Utilhvatioa
steel
off,
May $10.22'2; July Jlt.LVi.
Ird,
of tha parcels post and the tsV;nK of
league.
going a point uhder Saturday's figures.
Itibs, May $10.25; July $10.20.
8teP8 which will enable the retailers
Chicago fans have arranged a great
charac-terjeDullness and lower prices
THEY WILL VOTE OR
lo meet the competition of ths b!:;
reception for Frank Chance, former
the afternoon market Strike
....ii uiuer inouses are
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCKCub pilot, when be makes his first
num
tne impo, at
iipwa .kept StCel under pressure and
r
as
In
the
Kansas
Windy City
OVERTHROW CABINET appearance
City, February 3;Cattle, re- subjects slated for discussion t a
its weakness extended Irt a milder
of the New Yorks.
ceipts 11,000 including '4,G00 soutu-eni- convention of the Retailors' Coin
r- form to the balance of the' list. '
Kiarket
10c. higher. cial Union, which met nt the li et
to
The Newark club has signed Cus
steady
The market closed heavy. SeliitiX
ANBRITISH "'" SUFFRAGETTES
Native steers $78.75;- southern Sherman in this city today
GoIk, the star third baseman of the!
a
pressure Increased In spots. Can was steers
was
Getz
NOUNCE THEY HAVE BENew York State loaRiie.
$t?.757. 75;' southern cows and
days' setsion. The ori- i; u- and broke three
liquidated
freely
GUN A "CIVIL WAR."
heifers $3.73(Q.6. 25; native cows and tion Includes in its member: :M;drafted by Brooklyn last fall, hut
points. Lowest prices were registered heifersi
turned hack to the Elmlra club.
$45(7.50; stockers and feed- eral hundred-retai1ry poodnsmdcfn-era- !
for many of the standard stocks but
ers $5.75st7.50; bull
London, Feb. 3. The suffragettes
The straiiRO disappearance of Frank the
merchants in the territory be$56.25f calves
day's losses were unimportant.
are planning "an exciting civil war" TIassler, or the Hastings, IvebrasKa
tween Ohio and Utah.
wesm
$6.609.73;
Kteer8,.$S)..V)r
were
follows:
The
as
sales
closing
In London, according to an announceS; western cows $4tfi0.50..,
State league team, lg reported. Haes- 73
Amalgamated Copper
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LITTLE

CROWN

CHURCH

f .tl.'ijioui Song Wat Inspired by
fice Erected In Iowa In
1859.

i

'

Edi-

Boston.

Oone of the acts of the

and religion forward movement
taa been to revive a ouce popular
song about a "little brown church in
the vale." The church ltseir that inspired the song bade fair to suffer
eclipse, but was preserved through
the sentimental regard of its old
friends, as The Congregationallst
(Boston) tells us:
"Some forty or fifty years ago n
song known as The Little Brown
Church in the Vale' caught the popular fancy and literally went around
the world. The president of the National Music Teachers association belonging to a sturdy Scotch family
used to join heartily with his seven
brothers in singing the song with no
thought that any particular church
was meant Later, he was astonished
to learn that the veritable "Little
Brown Church' was not far from his
Towa home.
It is a real church, a
Congregational church, and Is at Bradfcseon

:

HAD THE CHILDREN GUESSING
Chicago Youngstere Floundered Badly VVhen Asked to Describe One
of the Simplest Flowers.

The pimpernel Is a simple, sweet
little flower that grows widely, but it
would seem practically unknown to
the public school children of Chicago.
This, at least, was the conclusion
forced upon a certain teacher after
giving out a line from Tennyson's
"Maud" and asking-- for its written
The line was: "As the
definition.
pimpernel dozed on the lea, and here
are some of the answers received, in
addition to those defining the pimpernel as "a frog," a "a small deer," "a
dragon fly" and "a small shrub like
a prickley pear."
"The word pimpernel calls up to my
miud the image of a pampered cur.
He Is a worthless brute who spends
most of his time dozing in the sunshine."

SHE GOT HID OF
By HELEN

1I1L1

MILLER.

"Some men are born persistent,"
remarked Miss Pearl Pattershall to
the stenographer from across the hall,
as thev ata their noon sandwiches to
gether behind the flies. "It nearly
drives a girl crazy trying to discour
age 'em. I don't know whether they
are so stuck on themselves they can't
believe any human woman wouldn t
choke to death with joy at being noticed by them or whether they are just
ordinary stupid. Believe me, I know
after Mr. Blewer!"
"Who's he?" asked the stenographer
from across the hall.
"Him?" inoulred Miss Fattershall,
poising the remnants of her ham sandwich daintily in the air. "Why, Mr.
Blewer is the only one out of captivity, that's who he is and he just
wailed for handcuffs put on by me,
but I couldn't see it that way not
with the prospect of Jimmy's getting
more pay after New Year's! Mr.
Blewer is tall and looks as though
he was varnished. You know that
kind varnished collar an' cuffs, an'
hair an' teeth an' everything!
T don't believe he ever sat down af
ter his clothes were pressed till he
got to our house. I never Baw suca
a perfectly immaculate man. There
wasn't a thing to object to in tnat
line.' He was always just right and I
guess that's why he made me so
tired.
"He's manager for the third floor at
Pickle's factory and he can take a taxi
whenever he wants to. That kind of
dazzled me at first after hanging to a
street car strap all the way home,
but constant luxury soon palls.
"I treated that man to more varieties of snubs that you could count and
he just hung around all the steadier.
Whpn T snanned his head off he mere- lv murmured that he liked my spark
ling vivacity and when I sulked he
admired my dignified reserve. I ior
ent eneaeements with him and he kept
right on asking me, Why, do you
know, if I ever forgot to Keep an engagement with Jimmy he'd drop me
like a hot potato! You cant root
with Jimmv! But Mr. Blewer, he Just
came right on. I'd keep him waiting
an hour while I dressed and when I
came down, instead of his gnawing
his cane with rage, I'd find him comfortably reading a last month's maga

"The pimpernel seems to me a small
animal resembling an eel. It has short,
beadlike
rounded ears and bright,
eyes. As I Imagine it, the pimpernel
is lying half asleep on the grass near
the Bhore of a lake, ready to slip into
the water at the slightest sound."
"A pimpernel seems to me a tramp
or gypsy. He lies on the bank In the
sun with an old battered hat drawn
V
over his face."
"I do not know what the word
means, but it instantly suggests to me
a small lizard covered with pimples
or warts. The Image flashed upon my
mind as soon as the word was spoken
and is still vivid and distinct. Although I never heard the word before,
I seem always to have known it and
to attach this meaning to it. I am ab
surdly confident that this Is the true
Little Brown Church In the Vale.
meaning."
Which inspired the jwpular iong ol fifty
All of which would seem to prove
years ago.
that the juvwafle imagination, given
ford in northern Iowa. Some pioneers free rein, can make strange work of
in northern Iowa met for worship in almost any given thought or idea.
a log house for some time and finally
organized a church. In 1859 Rev. J.
K. Nutting became pastor and it was BLACK LETTERS AND WHITE
determined to erect a house of worship. This required much sacrifice, Former Can Be Read at a Greater
for all were poor and there was, acDistance Than the Latter, is
tually, almost no money in circula
Judgment of Experts.
tion. Those sturdy farmers made the
frame from timber growing afong the
There Is a tendency on the part of
Cedar river. The boards for the sid railroads to adopt signs with white leting and what hardware was used had ters on a black background, not realizo be hauled over the corduroy roads ing that tho black letter on a white
end through swamps from McGregor, background is easier to read and can
sixty miles away. The dedication was be seen at a greater distance. This zine.
a great event. Many people drove follows in an interesting way from "If he brought me flowers I'd pin
forty miles to be present The church the structure of the retina of the eye. them on so they'd drop and get lost
prospered and soon after Bedford
Tha impression of a letter at the before we were a block away and
Academy was erected 80 that the com- limit of vision is received on the ends when it was candy I always gave it to
munity became an educational and re- of a small bundle of nerves which con- my little brother before him, saying
ligious center. When the railroad vey to the brain a sort of mosaic im- I couldn't eat that variety of bunbunB.
came, it ran on the opposite side of pression. A nerve can only transmit No, I wasn't ashamed of myself, bethe river. Nashua sprang: Op and to the brain information as to whether cause he might have had less conceit
gradually the people moved to the or not a ray of light is falling upon it, and more sense! A perfect lady hasn't
new town and Bradford disappeared and when a nerve is partly In the light much of any way of telling a man he's
with her
from the map. The academy building and
partly in darkness the sensation a bore and a back number
is going to decay, but sentiment has Is the same as though all of it was except by the indirect lighting system and if he's as blind as a bat
prompted the people to preserve 'The in the light.
Little Brown Church, and it is in a
that Isn't her fault!
nerves
all
It follows, therefore, that
good state of repair. Dr. W. S. Pitts on the
"Well, I had to get rid of Mr. Blewer
between any
edge
dividing
was one of the pioneers that came un
black and white area transmit the sen- somehow, because Jimmy was beginier the influence of this church in sation of
so that all white lines ning to paw the air and breathe hard
the early days and he did more than and white light
areas appear wider and all and I didn't want any duel on our
any one else to make It known.
black lines and black areas appear front doorstep an' my picture in the
papers labeled, 'Beautiful an' wealthy
narrower th&i they really are.
of a romance!'
DOCKING
HUGE
WASTE
IS
Black letters grow thinner at the society girl, heroine
a little pride
I
me!
have
for
Not
are
and
still
limit of vision
recognizNew York Commission Seeks Better able, while at the same distance white left!
"How do you suppose I got rid of
Handling of Perishable Food
letters grow thicker and cannct be disLoss Is $200,000,000.
Mr.
Blewer now, honest? Perfectly
circumstances
There
tinguished.
aje
when It is necessary to use white let- simple, my dear, and I'm telling you in
New York. As a step toward the ters, but in such cases legibility will case you get desperate some time,
solution of the problem of the high be improved if they are made with a same as I was. I suddenly began
cost of living Mayor Gaynors mar- thin stroke and strongly lighted. Black dropping hints to him what a wonderket commission hopes to find some letters are more distinct if made with fully fine cook I was and how I hated
way of providing better terminal fa a heavy stroke. Scientific American. pounding a typewriter all day when
cilities for handling perishable promy soul Just longed for a gas range
duce. It is estimated that under the
and a sack of flour and a recipe book.
Tobacco Supports Kavalla.
I said the dream of my life was to
present docking system there Is an
A historian, writing less than fifty have time to cook delicious things
annual waste of $200,000,000. This Is
demonstrated by the reporc of con- years ago, speaks of Kavalla, the Na- that would melt in your mouth and
demnations made by order of the New ples or Neapolis of Macedonia, as "a that sometimes when I could persuade
York board of health, showing that small Turkish village." When I vis- mother to go and visit her sister 1
last year 600,000 pounds of fruits ited It, In the early days of 1912, says got the dinner.
"He actually stuttered trying to say
were destroyed; 2,500,000 pounds of a writer in the Christian Herald, I
vegetables, 73,000 pounds of eggs, found it a thriving city, the second fast enough that he'd like so much to
350,000 pounds of fish
and 95,000 seaport in Macedonia, beautifully situ- be invited to one of my own dinners
pounds of miscellaneous market prod- ated around the little bay that forma some time, and after hesitating coyly
ucts.
its harbor, while on one side is a great I said he might have the chance soon.
"Mother is peculiar she's so frightThe condemnations made by the citadel crowned with a Turkish fortiOO inspectors of the health departress.
fully honest so I had to get her exit
ment represent only a small fraction
The narrow streets are cleaner than of the house before I could turn the
of thn real waste In the markets of most Turkish cities can boast, and trick. She nearly gave me heart disthe city. The waste In handling eggs there are really fine and imposing ease the last minute by saying Bhe
she wouldn't go to Aunt
Is estimated at 10 per cent, or
These are mostly tobacco
buildings.
a year, and tho loss in poultry warehouses, or belong to tobacco mag- Jessie's that day after all but I final
Maybe I man t
is more than $25,000,000.
nates, for this weed must at least be ly got her started. office
that night!
the
from
home
rush,
given the credit for the present prosand sister that
PRIEST FINDS 5 $1,600 BILLS perity of this rising town, which is I told my kid brother
the great tobacco port and manufac- If they so much as peeped at Ianything
was no
they had to eat that night
Person Who Left the Big Fund for turing center of Macedonia.
then
and
theirs
of
a
sister
.
The chief ruins, which date back to longer
Poor of New York Parish It
Paul's time, are the remains of a I set to work.
Unidentified.
"Sugared the soup and spilled the
huge Roman aqueduct, whose magniinto the boiled cabbage and
saltbox
before
two
'Now
York. TTntil
years
recently the ficent arches until
the meat till it was llko
burned
largest amount that the pastor of the my visit had brought water to the leather and flavored the gravy with
Roman Catholic church of Our Lady modern city.
vanilla. I'd bet no cannonball was
of Guadalupe, on One Hundred and
ever harder'n the biscuit I turned out
out
ever
hud
taken
Fifty-sixtstreet,
Sore
False
Throat.
nnd I made an apple pie that was
was
about $2. This
of the poor box
and not
If
come
a
home
after
hard
you
day's lumpy and half done inside
week, however, when he opened tho box
a'
with
and
doughy
work
a
sweet
in
with
enough
raw, rasping feeling
he found Inside, nicely folded togoth
your throat, which becomes
quite tough crust and if there'sto anything
cr, five crisp $1,000 hills.
have to
I'd hate
The priest never had seen a $1,000 painful, do not be deceived Into be- worse than that
thiit.
are
a
it!
eat
Bore
you
lieving
saw
the
contracting
when
fig
he
and
WU before,
"Oh, it was a splendid dinner of its
urea he could hardly believe his eyes, throat, and accordingly take medicine
that Blewer man's
but soon found he had a fund such as for this affection, The throat will oft- kind and I heaped
him eat two helpings
bo never had expected for the relief en become dry and painful from great plate. I made there was
plenty befatigue, or from neglect to eat at the of everything
of tho poor in his parish.
swallow a
couldn't
kids
If
the
time.
the
cause
will
drink
proper
subject
bills
who
$1,000
the
The person
put
thing and stared at me so bewildered
in the box did not leave any clew to a cup of hot water, or- take a
of cocoanut or olive oil, and at the handout sister had cooked, I
Ms Identity,
thereafter He down and relax for fif nearly died laughing Inside!
"Toward the nle Mr. Blewer began
teen or twenty minutes, the feeling
,
to
Go
for
Jail
Dog.
May
lVnver. Colo. Rather than pay a will, most liltely, disappear. The sub getting pale and soon after be said
1?
t .1.
.t.inijA tit, tiim TrTh!iU a lltsn.
ject should, under these circum- he must be going. I told him I hadI
n eninved having him see what
attorney, prefers to pass his de- stances, eat an easily digestible dina ner with little meat, and no acids of coull do In the culinary line and he
More
in
than
years
jail
clining
BRld ves. It had been a wonderful an
tfee c'ty of Denver levied, any kind.
'illuminating
experience. And he
14
tax
on
to
of
a
faiied
hit
Et,
me since! Not'oncel
near
hasn't
been
Three
courts
a
terrier.
Lady,
An Outrage,
.What do von think of that ?"
'have decided that McPhall should pay
"What's Mrs. Wombat abuEtajfia i "I think you probably killed the poor
the tax and the supreme court
man with your cooking," replied the
government for now?"
McPhail
when
ho
relief
to
give
J
"Seems they wouldn't lether'send a
'..
u for a supersedeas.
of Ice cream by
News
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Those Who Have .Seen the Real Thing
Would 3e Surprised at Pictorial
Representation.
Those who have lived in Egypt will
find a source of unending surprise in
the scenic offerings of "high class
the
vaudeville" which accompany
throaty howling by a near barytone of
"I Shall Love Yew Till the Hot Desert Freezes Eternally," illustrated with
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third Thursday in
each month. Visiting
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Vision
the cosmopolitan races presented to RATES FOR CLASSIFIED ADVER14
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ij
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the public on the screen.
Knights ar cord)
W. M.,
wild
The pictures show a
profusion
ally invited. Chae
of Bedouins, Chinese, Arabs, Moors, Five cent per line eacn Insertion.
Liebachner, Chai
Greeks, Armenians, Bulgarians and Estimate tlx ordinary words to a line. LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO, 2,
cell or Commander
Roof
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with
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KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
Turks,
RegNo ad to occupy less space than two
Harry Martin, Keeper of Record
man senators, in every conceivable
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All
and Seal.
ykular
line.
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mente
charged
garb, ancient and modern, lounging
day in each month at Macomfortably around the pyramids and will be booked at apace actually set,
sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. G. H. F. O. E. Meets first and third
without
to
of
number
Havana
word.
Tuer
cigars, English pipes,
regard
smoking
Kinkel, E. C; Chas. Tamme, Rehookahs and cigarettes and mostly Cash In advance preferred.
day evenings each month at Wood
corder.
men Hall. Visiting brothers cordl
chewing gum. But if in his choice of
population the scenic artist has done
ally invited to attend. A. M. Adler
well in Egyptian scenery he has cerLAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROY'
President; E. C. Ward, Secretary
betainly surpassed himself, for you
AL ARCH MASONS Regular con
hold great clusters of pyramids,
vocation first Monday in L. O. O. MOOSE Meets second an
sphinxes by the dozen, camels, horses,
eleeven
each
fourth
and
month at Masonic
ostriches
sheep, deer,
Thursday
evening eac
month at W. O. W. Hall, Vlsltlnt
phants crossing the soft sand of the
Temple, a 7:30 p. m. M.
alleged desert or resting beneath the
R. Williams, H P., F. O.
brothers cordially Invited.
Dr. H
English oaks, Lombardy poplars, cacW.
Blood,
J. Tbornatu
Houf, Dictator;
Secretary.
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tus and palm trees.
Secretary.
And before you" can get your breath
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a gallant knight in the uniform of the
8. Meets first and inlrd Fridays
Austrian hussars, covered with a kimono and a scimitar stuck in his belt,
LOCAL TIME CAHI)
at 7:30 p. m. in Masonic Temple,
brings his Bultana into the moonlight
Mrs. J. O. Rutledge, Worthy Maand hugs her until the everlasting destron; Mrs. Agnes Tripp, Secretary.
EAST BOUND
ert is removed and the applause of WANTED Dressmaking by the day.
Telephone Main 329.
Arrive
the audience freezes over. New York
Mra. Rainey, Box 717 Old Town.
Depart
Herald.
No. 2.. . 9:10 p. m
9:15 p. rn
BROTHERHOOD
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WANTED To buy second hand, type- FRATERNAL
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in
writer
condition
standard
good
WOMEN HOLD HIGH POSITION
O. R. C. Hall, on Douglas avenue.at No. 10..
:45 p. m
2:10 p. m
make. E. F. Baca, Romero Mercan8
o'clock.
m
are
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tile
Visiting
In
company.
the World
Probably In No Country
J. C. WerU,
cordially welcome.
WEST BOUND
Are They Favored With Greater
Esteem Than in Servia.
T.
J.
WANTED Reliable woman to assist
1:20 p. m
Buhlor
1:45 p. m
president;
secretary; No. 1 .
C. H. Bally, treasurer.
No. 3..
6:10 a. m
6:15 a. m
with nursing at Las Vegas hospital.
There is no country in the world
No.
4:20 p. m
4:30 p. m
7..
where women ocupy a more dignified
fi:35 p. m..... 7:00 p. m
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA No. 9..
or honored position in the home than
Meet in the Forest of brotherly
in Servia. The Servian idea is quite
love at Woodmen of the World hall,
ATTORNEY
different from that of the Turk, who
on the second and fourth Fridays
keeps his women behind shut doors, PIANO for rent. 417 Eighth St.
or the German, whose ideal woman is
HUNKER & HUNKER
of each month at 8 p. m. C. H.
a good hausfrau. In Servia the wom- FOR RENT Furnished
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Hunker Chester A. Hun
George
G.
house,
Clerk.
Stewart, Consul;
Lacmmle,
an is the companion of the man.
Inand
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Attorneys-at-LaEighth
are
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Washington!
Visiting
especially
A man Is responsible for his unmarNew Mexle'
Las Vegaa.
welcome and cordially Invited.
quire Herbert W. Gehring.
ried sisters, and throughout the Balkan states it is considered rather a
breach of etiquette for him to marry
DENTISTS
i. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 541
before his older sister.
I. O. of B. B.
Meets
first
every
No Servian girl would feel she could
DR. & L. HAMMOND, DENTIST
of the month In the vestry
hold up her head in society unless she FOR SALE
Crockett Building.
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Hay
rooms of Temple Montefiore at 8
There is
could speak four languages.
Main ill
Office Telephone
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Phone
Ata,
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o'clock p. m. Visiting brothers are
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House
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Isaac Appel,
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FOR
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Dentist
Servian women are very domesti
Dental
of any description a!
work
cated and the highest pay personal atCOUN-CIKNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS,
enoderate
prices.
tention to trivial matters of house
NO. 804. Meets second and Room
l Center Block. Tel. Main 136
keeping.
LOST A brindle Boston bull dog,
O.
R.
C. Hall,
fourth Thursday in
East Las Vegas, Ni M.
There are two women doctors prae
to the name of Shake. RePioneer building.
Visiting memticing in Belgrade, and women teach
turn to H. W. Kelly's residence, 825
bers are cordially Invited'. Richard
ers galore. But public opinion, on the
Mrs, S. S. S., Van Buren St, KingSixth street Reward.
Devine, G. K.; Prank Angel, F. S.
whole, is rather against women enter
ston, N. T. (full name furnished on
application) had such decided benefit
ing the labor arena.
from using Foley's Honey and Tar
O. O. F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO. Compound that she shares her good
In Installments.
writes:
1
Meets every Monday evening at fortune with others. Sbe
and Tar Compound
Honey
Foley's
They were experts in many things,
their hall on Sixth street All visit- brought my voice back to me during
but chiefly in the art of bragging. And ALLOW ME to furnish your masquerbrethren cordially Invited to at- a severe case of bronchitis and laryning
at the moment they were discussing
ade costumes. Mrs. Hughart, Trinitend.
J. D. Fried enstlne, N. G.; gitis, Oh, how many people I have
their own wonderful feats as vocal
dad Costume and Hairdressing com.
Frank Fries, V. G.; T. M. Elwood, recommended it to." O. G. Schaefer
lsts.
pany, Opera Blk., Room 9', Trinidad,
and Red Cross Drug Co. Adv.
"Why," said the Englishman, blow
Secretary ; Karl Wertz, Treasurer;
Colo.
of
smoke
his
from
cigar
ing rings
C. V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
F; E; Walling, a farmer diving near
the first time I sang in public the an
Yukon, Mo., strongly recommends
dience simply showered me with bouHoney and Tar Compound and
Bi Pi O, ELKS
Meets second and
quets. Bless you, there were enough
"I have been advised by my
says:
to start a flower shop!"
fourth Tuesday evening of each
' LJ .
if
w MUV
".J
injlliij
I
can
cried
beat
an
you!"
"Faith,
month Elks home on Ninth street and Tar Compound for my children
the Irishman. "The first tolme I sang
e and Douglas avenue. Visiting broth- when there was a cough medicine
was at an open air concert, and, be
needed.
It always gives me oesi w
ers are cordially Invited. P. D.
gorra, the audience were that de- and I recommend it to
satisfaction
Exalted Ruler; D. W. Con- others." O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
tolghted they presented me with a
don, Secretary.
house, they did!"
Drug On Adr.
"A house! You must be off yofti
head!" interrupted the Englishman,

t litres
say

Wanted

For Rent

For Sale

Lost

-

L

miscellaneous

Fo-ley- 's

Busi ness,.

I

scofllngly.

"Not at all answered Pat. "I tell
ye they gave me a house but it waa
a brick at a tolme!" London An
swers.

0

h

I

3, 1913.

An Anodyne.

"An anodyne," patiently explained a
physician to a woman patient, "is a delusion. Any medicln6
that soothes pain has this drawback
it relieves the attack, but the next
attack comes on much sooner. Under
stand, it'll cure your headache, but
you're bound to have another headache In a day or two."
The woman pondered a bit.
"I know just what you mean, doctor," she said. "I've noticed it about
Henry, my husband, you know. A doctor prescribed whisky for his cough.
My husband says it cured hi cough
quicker than anything else ever did,
but I notice that he gets itiw cough
almost every week, now." Louisville
Times.

Directory J
PETER P. MACKEL

RETAIL PRICES

HOUSE AND SIGN PAINTING
tardwood Finishing, Paper Hanging
and Glazing.
Estimates Cheerfully Given,
est Bide Plaza
Old Town

2,000 lbs. or More, Each Delivery
1,000 I be. to 2,000 be, Each Delivery .
200 lbs. to 1,000 lbs., Each Delivery
50 (be. to . 200 lbs. Each Delivery

....

Less than 5J

Old Colne Really

Broken.

They had an ingenious plan for
meeting a shortage of small clma
In the old days before copper coins
printed. Until the reign of Edward I.
the silver penny was the smallest
coin minted in England, to the great
inconvenience of the small purchaser
of the period. But the diflieulty was
to some extent got over by, the Issue
of nnnnles indented with a deep cross.
The coin could then be broken into
httlfnenniea and farthir.KS. Our first
real copper coinage only dates from
1672s and until the time of Edward VI.
farthings of silver were coined, growvalue
ing smaller and smaller as the
of silver Increased. Iondon

CHICHESTER S PILLS
II
Fit

VA

fl'v

AM,,

501B

BY

--

ll,

A

;

100 lbs.
100
100 lbs.
100 lb.
100 lb

lb.

COMPANY

Harvesters, Storeis, and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity and
Lasting Qualities ol Which Have Made Las Vegas Famous.
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

A

I'lll. In K,,,l ,(1 tlnlu ,,,MAW
Mr.i wim
liiLbon.
Take m ,krr. in,,. f -- nr V

!,

Each Delivery

AGUA PUR

well-know- n

II

lb.

20c per
25c per
30c per
40c per
50c per

vy

DRUGGISTS CTCRYII'SliEE'

CALL FOR BIOS FOR INSTALLING
HEATING SYSTEM
Notice is hereby
given that the
county commissioners of the county
of Mora, state of New Mexico, will
receive bids at the office of the
county clerk of said county, up to
nnd including tho 7th day of April,
A. D. 191,3, for the. installation of a
heating system by kot air furnace, in
the court house building of the coun
ty of Mora, situated at Mora, New
Mexico.
Full Information and description
of the system
to be
proposed
must be attached to each hid,
together with a certified check for
10 per cent of the amount of
the bid.
The Board of County Commissioners
of the .County
of Mora, by John
Gandert, Chairman.
(Seal)
Attest: Tito Molondezz Clerk.

ANT Ads

Are Best
J
Market Finders
Classified ads. search out the people to whom among all of
those who MIGHT BUY the particular thing Is worth most.
''That property you want to sell is WORTH MOST to somen
who reads the sds. In this newspaper and would never hear of
"

I

your property unless It were

I
j
I
I
a

atfertled here,

Other, who read and answer ads. in this newspaper want (and
are anxious to pay cash for) books, automobiles, used machlnwy
and furniture, articles of tisefuiness of any sort, and musical in- struments.
by all possible buyers, of all posmarof
the
to
best
finders
come
be
sible sorts of tMngs, they have

As

kets.

the classified ads. are read
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LOCAL NEWS
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Kl
I

Buckwheat Floor

i

!

Try a dram cjr Old Taylor bourbon
at the Opera Bar. Adv.

1

Light automobile lamps at
ociock thia evening.

A MAGNIFICENT LECTURE.
y
ppa.-tii;That there is ample
for the young man to benefit nimseif
by going to Alaska was the statement last night of Rev. Father
S. J., in the course of a lecture
at the Duncan opera house. Father
Earnum declared tbere is plenty of
.;
men
gold in Alaska and that you-i-of hardy constitutions and quick wits.
if willing to work and suffer iird- - j
ships, can obtain it. The priest j
urged men who are not familiar with j
outdoor life and are not phyEicay
robust to stay away from the Aias-- 1
J
kan gold fields.
Father Earnum wbb la Alaska conducting a mission among the Eskimos when the gold rush ocenrraa. I!
declared that hundreds of the seekers for wealth dieo. or erposnrs because they had gone to Alaska unprepared for the hard life that fice
them. He asserted that one mistake along sufficient provisions to
last at least a year !f be is to be successful.
Father Barnum told of many interEsesting and amusing things about
a
He
is
kimo character and taclta.
The
talker.
w
as
ell
as
eloquent
witty
lecture, which was given in the ben-- j
efit of tie Christian Brothers' school,
waa fairly well attended. The cold
weather and snow doubtless kept
many people away. Those who heard
Father Barnum last night hope that
he will address a Las Vegas audience
resume j
again before nis departure to
tne
jecrure a
his work. Preceding
musical program was given by a j
number of Las Vegas young men
and young women.

Don't forget the Woman's ciub
dance at the Armory Tuesday night.

6:14

This evening at the Elks' club the
Kelly team and the Hoke team will
roll off their game on the club alleys.
The Kelly team, which was recently
is now captained by HarThe game this evening
ry Jla-a-n.
is scheduled to begin at 8 o'clock and
i. J? Elka and tbeir ladies are invited.

Don't forget the Woman's club
dance at the Armory Tuesday night
Pinch's Golden W easing Eye, aged
In the wood. Direct from distillery to
you. At the Lobby, of course. Adr.
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At a reception "ven in their home
The Friendship club will meet tomor
row afternoon with Sire. Garfield Fish-bur- last evening Mr. and Mrs. Sabino
Ii Eie rf an nitrurtlle felt base ieantSuHy coU
ored aad gmaed
at her residence at 415 Tenth Lujan formally announced the enbja speeij procea, made polle by a
receci Ii.-very- .
gagement of their daughter. Miss
street
It is protected with tnt4r cofeticg of
Eloisa E. Lujan, to Mr. Ernesto
TarciEh Lki retsves the brant of the wear.
The ladies of tte West Side Altar Guerin. The wedding, it is under, Gal-ra-ci- te
Flooring 13 easy to keep clean,
will give a confetti dance at stood, will occur in the early spring,
society
a. While
w-sad
cot
season.
Easter
crack,
'the
50
peel or blister. Is absolutely
the Armory tonight Admission
probably during
Miss Lujan i a pretty and accomodorless and fauitary.
cents. Adv.
Makes warm fioora ia irbter and p.maTler fuel
plished young woniun. Mr. Guerin is
''
ft
District Attorney Charles W. G. proprietor of the Plaza Electric com
Ward, who has been 111 for the past pany and is a successful young busiPot tp in rcs S3 incLes wide scU by tins
l
week, will be at his office on the West ness man. He is well known In mus
Call and get Eaiaria aod a
yard.
beaatifuHy
ical circles, plavinj; often with or
side tomorrow.
illustrated booklet
chestras. .
;
FOB SALE Blf
The Las Vegas hospital board will
Leandro Cordova, who has been a
meet tomorrow aftenoon at 2:30
J0HNSEN-o'clock at the hospital. All members patient at the New Mexico Hospital
of the board are urged to be present for the Insane for the past two weeks,
died late Saturday afternoon at the
The Ladies' Altar society of the hosiritaL Cordova, who was 8 years
Church of the Immaculate Concep- c!d, was sent to the insane hospital
tion will meet tomorrow afternoon at by District Judge Raynolda of Albu
Jefferson Raynold. President
2:30 o'clock at the parochial resi- querque. Two weeks ago Cordova
E. D. Raycolds, Vice President HaZett Raynoics. Cashier.
dence.
hacked himBelf with knives and jumped from a tree in an effort to kill
S. B. Davis. Vice President
H. Erie Hoke. Assasitact Cashier.
The following were ine nlghest av- himself, and his mother, Mrs. Rosenda
erages in the eighth grade of the Lucero de Cordova, fearing that young
Castle school fcr the month ending Cordova mijfht in bis fits of insanity,
The board of trustees cf the Las
Thelma Coman, injure his younger sister, had him
January 24, 1913:
land grant met today in reg';
Vefras
87: Ivy Fitch,
Ruth Se?
committed to the asylum. Relatives
II
i
session. The grant board,
lar
monthly
r
9C; Julia Sundf, 95
sUte that the boy died from the inis understood, is actively engaged ;
it
juries inflicted upon himself before I
in gathering information wmcn wu
e
H. C. Smith, the well known
Yester
going to the state instituion.
of value in the com: letiou of
of Gross, Kelly and Com day the body was sent to Albuquerque be
project upon tne grant It ;
pany, who was recently operated up- where services will be held after irrigation
will be able to announce
probably
on at the Las Vegas hospital for sp- which the body will be taken to Ala
PF LAS VEGAS. N. M
progress in the near future, A bill is j
pendictis, is reported to be on the meda for burial.
in the legislature to j
now pending
road to recovery.
give the board the risbt to invest its j
A BEAUTIFUL WEDDING
funds for the completion of the Jrri--1
Capital. $ 100.000 SsipLrs," ajtd Uhdividid Profits f35.D00
This morning in the Church of Our
D. M. Ferry of Detroit, Mich., known
dam.
gation
ail over
i9 country as "the seed Lady of Sorrows on the West aide
0or Depositors Receive Every Coortesy and Ac
a
man," together with his family and occurred the wedding of Miss
milk and cream
our
We
guarantee
Mr.
Silva and
Lino Romero.
commodaSoD WiiMa the Sccpe ol Good Ranking.
FOR YOUR MONEY
MOST
part yof friends, passed through Las
to be produced from healthy cows
Vegas today in private car "Magnate" The ceremony was performed at 10
in
handled by healthy people,
en route from Chicago to Los Angel- o'clock by Rev. Father Paul Gilberton and
concrete Door buMings, unseprate
in
a
of
number
the
latere s t Paid oa TImo Deposits
presence
es, Calif.
large
rules of cleanliness.
strictest
der
of the friends and relatives of the
for cooling and aeratat- Full equipment
The board of cot.ty commission- bride and groom. The bride
ntensils thoroughand
All
bottles
Elotsa Ribera as ing.
ers met in regular February session tended by Miss
p
of
No
sterilized.
possibility
ly
Busmaid of honor and the best man was
this morning at the court houBe,
mul
to
milk
the
entering
forms
iness transacted was largely of a Francisco Delgado. Following the
routine nature. A large number of ceremony a reception in honor of tiply.
COREETT SANITARY DAIRY, j
$1,050 FULLY EQUIPPED AT YOUR DOOR
the justices of the peace and con- Mr. and Mrs. Romero was given at THE
Cofbett
Prop.
E.
Fred
Adv.
stables elected last month were pres- the home of Mr. ana Mrs. Juan Silva
Mrs. Romero is the dauchter of Mr
ent to file their bonds and take the
Mrs. Juan Silva. She is a native
office.
and
of
oath
If it maj be termed a science must
CONVICTS IS !
of Las Vegas and one of the prettiest FATE OF
!
include a means of presenting the.
Since the announcement that the young women in the community. Mr.
annual Inspection would occur on Romero is employed in the Nolette
IN HANDS OF SOLON'S!
proposition to' the, greatest number
April 3, the members of Company H, barber shop. Both bride and groom
New Mexico National Guard, have have a large circle of friends. They
of prospective buyers. To reach this
taken greater interest in the affairs will reside on the West side.
ARIZONA LEGISLATURE WILL DEclass in the southwest us3 the
drilling,
of the company. Regular
CIDE WHETHER THEY ARE
A SIG SNOW
which was interrupted to some exTO BE HANGED
The record of 17 Inches of snow
tent by the rush of holiday business
in December, will be resumed in made during February, 1312 is liable
phoenix, Ariz Feb. 3. The fate oij
OVERLAND HCDFL
earnest next Monday evening under to be broken. Yesterds- - February,! fiVe .condemned men now in Arizona!
the direction o, Certain George E. 1913, got a good start toward estab prisons rests with the members of the.
lishing a new record. During the day first legislature, which convened to
Morrison.
Telephone or call and we will have our demonstrator
and last evening four and one-hamess
The
session.
third
its
for
day
show you.
Postmaster P. O. Blood stated today inches of snow fell, which amounts to age of Governor George W. Hunt "bo
.37
Inches
of
watT. has granted reprieves for varying pethat from January 16 to January 31, approximately
the East Las Vegas postofflce handled During the night there was an excep riods to these men, says that he did
Las
AetomeMIe
ElacMne Co
total of 1,649 parcel post packages. tionally heavy frost, the thermometer so to give time for legislative action
a
Af Tfia Home of tfie East of Everything
Of this number 1,165 packages were at the United States weaher bureau tcward the abolition of capital punish- Phme Ra!n 344,
Wbalen, & Fowler Prtp$
received and 484' packages wore sent sat ion at the Normal University reout. During the entire monin or Jan gistering zero, according to the report
uary 3,265 parcel post packages were sent, out by Volunteer Weather Observhandled In the East Las Vegas post er John C. Baker. Fair weather is
The Insured and registered predicted by the weather man for ibis
office.
III
matter handled by the postofflce dur- evening and tomorrow.
an
ing the month of January showed
U
THERE IS NO LIE ON THE LABEL
PRISONERS
SK PAROLE.
Fresh California Lettuce and Cauliincrease ot ten per cent over January,
Santa Fe, N. 51... Feb. 3. The fol-- R
1912.
flower, New Mexico Green Onions,
lowing persons, having served theu
THERE IS NO LYE IN THE CAN
minimum sentences or whose mini- - m
Horseradish
and
Radishes, Parsley,
Extra Fancy Mackerel
mum sentence will expire shortly,
each
have applied for parole;, action will
Root, Carrots, Cabbage, Turnips,
be taken nt the meeting of the board
A
.. . . . . .
11
Rutabagas . . .
Fancy Boston Mackerel
of penitentiary
commissioners on
2 for
February 10, 1913:
Irene Kent. Quay county; Charles
'Dainty" Boneless CodUnclviiian, Btriialil!o county; Jim
Onotera, Curry county; Frank Bos- fish, per hox
HE KlaB THAT IS KOT
cop... t naves county;
.inluin rerea.
"Swan's Down" fibered
Sun Miguel county; J. A. Jackson.
Kdiiv county; Moses Sternes, Luna
Codfish, per vkg-- .
15c
GflAAF & HATOARD CO. STORE
Tedro
Rio
Ar
Jose
MartincK,
our
county;
We are daily presenting
riba county; Genero Hover, Santa F
"Highest Grade" Midresults of perfect laundering to
county; Bonifacio Romero. Union
dles Codfish,
rd county; Prank MeCaba, Bernalillo
hundreds of patrons, who are
otero
"Pure Food" Sardines
county; Estebim Rnlderman,
suit sa'ba"fcrfeted about March 15.
it with their
Dtma
Ana
endorsing
Ksquibel
county;
H'liario,
10c
Cbitlrmau l;ml.VWOod will submit
per can- DEEBCRAIS DEGIf 1
conn
WEvnt
if
county ; Pallacito,
the plan to a oenocratlo caucus of
patronage.
'
Francisco
Clememe
Torres,
Torres,
Femdeir' Sardines, per
the house the f.rst w eek of the ex'Lincoln county; julio Mendona, Kd v
can- TAH1FF
ION tra session.-- ' "Opon be approval by
SHIRTS, COLLARS,
L, Ridin, Sierra coui- county;
the caucus of tte fo?m m which the
ty; Secilio C ircia, Chaves count:
'Crawn" Sardine per
AND CUFF WORK THAT IS
schedule by
revii 'on eUail be ma;
Prmlencio. Mart tne;
S;in Miguel 1
measure
he
or
a
as
a r.::r.:muni vasre
can
20c
for xcrk:n
IS est
single
WAYS AND MEANS COMMITTED schednfe,
UNEQUALLED.
Eddy conn- - i
county; Calvm Craw
- nea.
of
in
will
the
call
corse
tie
fchovld
rstioaa
up
republicans
-OF THE HOUSE UNDERTAKES
'
"
Fddoua'
Franc
i
,n
ty;
committee for a perfunctory formal
on the st&te aad tieir M:?i.x? lzT;a - j
N IMPORTANT TASK.
Rio Arriha !
:iam
ty; AlpTi
'votf and Ihfn-b-" e ready to report to
Chicsso, FeX S. hor-tnctari:ed ir!:b
to c:i-- '
'enee to tiise
coiiaty; K
s
house.the
t!a iiestlty, Ad.
at.'
u.t-:,
risier kai
carryi-v .,;
Fc-b-.
3. Democratic
i
I 1
county; F "'
T."
tie "boacr j IS cf t:s jeeth e'erseted aad replaced
??,vTor ce..
Bitn:ber of the house committee an
county; Luis
cats. Aiso te raised a teard
svstem" at
Lux Robb . : .
ways and means today began prepa'
it
but he 'as rtco?-r-r- rt
ration of tte bill ."or the revision cf
ccpio N Janes
GNr;s Carpent'or, the 'Trcneh cham-- j
.rre
ail Iroccit tack
'
i
the tMlff, v.'h the pl&n cf boldiag plan, via meet JoT rfn j'Uj, the New!
Thoirias
Ma:
Q
Z. f:Te
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Just the Thing for These Cold Mornings
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FOR CASH
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Founds Sugar for S1.00
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Highest In Quality
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